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In today’s update:
-- New Sun Services America for sale
-- Introducing zc design
-- The Tones class now available on CD
-- What happened to the Bases?
-- Shop Human Design products online now
-- New Sun Services America for sale
New Sun Services America was created in 1993 to introduce the
Human Design System and Ra's work to America. This business owns
the recordings it made of Ra's classes in America from 1993 to
2001, and has publication rights for three books. It pays
royalties on all sales of these products. At present, it
includes masters and stock for 30 titles on audiocassette, 73
titles on CDs, and approximately 120 hours of unreleased
materials.
Parties interested in purchasing this business please contact
mailto:zc@humandesignsystem.com.
-- Introducing zc design
Human Design is an integral thread in the fabric of our lives.
We enjoy the contribution we can make toward useful applications
of Design. Yet as we’ve matured in our learning, our interests
and what pulls us, the work has shifted away from a pure
representation of Ra's work. As we let someone else take over
NSSA, we go forward with our new company, zc design.
zc design brings back a few threads from earlier times and
includes new tools and services as well. We’ll continue with our
trainings, workshops and consultations in Human Design, and add
other things “design,” like environmental design, living design,
graphic design, web design, etc., that we look forward to
offering you, still with the high standards you’ve come to know.
-- The Tones class now available on CD
Underneath the world of individual Human Design and the Body
Graph are layers of imprint that assign each human to a few
general categories of purpose and destiny. A line is divided

into six colors, a color is divided into six tones and a tone is
divided into five bases. To actually calculate to this degree of
specificity, you need to have a very accurate birth time,
recorded to the second.
This class on the Tones is part of the "Global Incarnation
Index."
The edition on seven CDs is another installment of the unedited
and un-indexed "Rough Cut" series.
$84 (plus $8.40 shipping**)
-- What happened to the Bases?
In the sequence in which Ra gave the Global Incarnation Index
classes, next on the release schedule would have been the Bases
instead of the Tones. Unfortunately, it turned out that one tape
of the recordings was so badly mangled as to be unusable. This
means that a quarter of the class is missing (the morning of the
second day). If you have an interest in this class anyway,
despite the missing part, please send an email to
mailto:nssa@humandesignsystem.com.
-- Shop Human Design products online now
You can now shop our products at
http://shop.humandesignsystem.com
** shipping $4 for orders up to $40
** 10% for orders from $40 to $150
** international shipping extra
** NM residents add 6.3% tax
To order call 505 758-2909
or email mailto:nssa@humandesignsystem.com
or visit www.shop.humandesignsystem.com
New Sun Services America
PO Box 195
Taos NM 87571 USA
505 758-2909 (voice)
505 758-3925 (fax)
mailto:nssa@humandesignsystem.com
www.humandesignsystem.com
The Human Design Network Newsletter, by now in its 8th year, is
occasionally sent by conventional mail to clients of New Sun
Services America. The Human Design Network Update e-mails are
sent in between printed issues.
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